LENOVO EDUCATION

Infinite Painter

MADE FOR ARTISTS

Infinite Painter is an award-winning app, designed with incredible care to bring the best of graphic design software to artists of all levels. This Creativity app for Chromebooks is packed with familiar features, such as layers, shapes, and selection tools, as well as groundbreaking features unique to our app.

BRUSHES

Natural-looking brushes that interact realistically with paper texture
- 200+ natural brushes
- Create custom brushes
- Change brush settings with ease

GET STARTED WITH THIS APP BY CONTACTING YOUR LENOVO REP TODAY.
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TOOLS
A tool for everything, with 50+ tools for every creator’s needs
• Experiment with four types of symmetry
• Layers and blend modes
• Create clean lines with guides: Line, Ellipse, Pen, Lazy, and Protractor
• Draw 3D cityscapes with five different perspective guides
• Selection and clipping masks

MORE FEATURES
• Organized workflows:
  Paint - Sketch, paint, and blend
  Clone - Turn a photo into a painting
  Edit - Adjust color, liquify, pattern, crop, or add a filter
• Move your favorite tools to the top bar for quicker access
• Import and export PSD layers
• Add images from gallery, camera, or search the web
• Export images as JPEG, PNG, PSD, or ZIP
• Record your entire painting in a Timelapse you can share with others
• Share to Infinite Painter community, PEN.UP, or Instagram
• Search millions of colors, palettes, and patterns via ColourLovers

GET STARTED WITH THIS APP BY CONTACTING YOUR LENOVO REP TODAY.